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Fun Facts
We at Agility love technology and try to make it fun and easy for everyone, especially our clients. In this light‐
hearted/short edition of our May Newsletter –and as technology aficionados –we collected a handful of cool facts
that we wanted to share with our fan base. Enjoy!
Fact 1: The first hard drive by IBM
The first hard drive was made by IBM in 1956 and was called IBM Model 350 Disk File. The first‐generation storage
unit was huge, with a cabinet the size of a cupboard that held 50 24‐inch disks and held an impressive 5MB of
data.

Fact 2: Radioshack
RadioShack was one of the first companies to start the PC revolution in the mid 70′s with its TRS‐80.
What most people don’t know is that RadioShack used to be called “Tandy Radio Shack & Leather” after it was
acquired by Tandy, a leather goods company, in 1963.

Fact 3: The first palmtop computer
The Atari Portfolio was released in 1989 and was the world’s first palmtop computer. Two years later it appeared
in the film Terminator 2, where it was used by John Connor to hack an ATM and retrieve the key to the vault in the
Cyberdyne lab.

Fact 4: The first mouse
Many think the first mouse was invented in 1970 at Xerox PARC. However, the first mouse was invented by Douglas
Engelbart in 1963. It was a wooden shell with two metal wheels.

Fact 5: The digital circuit
Claude Shannon, the “Father of information theory”, invented the digital circuit when he was only 21, during his
master’s degree. Shannon loved inventions – check out his “Ultimate Machine“. When you turn on the switch, an
arm pops out and turns it back off.

Fact 6: The Apollo 11 Computers
How powerful were the computers that took us to the moon? Turns out that the Apollo 11 computers had less
processing power than a modern cellphone!

Do you have a noteworthy fact that you would like to share with us? If you do, just send us a tweet, hit us up on
facebook or send it directly to our webmaster. Facts with high votes will get a brand spankin’ new AGILITY HAT
delivered to your door step.
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